Log Structures, UN1086.
Mielke’s Store, LE1. From the book “Honey Creek Hamlets, 1998.”
Natural Bridge, 2-2003CO
Natural Bridge, 2-2003CP
Natural Bridge, 5-1976AA
Natural Bridge, 16-2001EE
Natural Bridge, 16-2001IJ
Natural Bridge, UN1364
Natural Bridge, UN1951
Natural Bridge, UN1952
Natural Bridge, UN1953
Natural Bridge, UN1954
Natural Bridge, UN1955
Natural Bridge, UN1956
Natural Bridge, UN1957
Natural Bridge, UN1958
Natural Bridge, UN1959
Tornado, 2-2003DJ, rubble
Tornado, 2-2003ES, damaged barn
Tornado, 2-2003DI, damaged home
Tornado, 2-2003DH, rubble
Tornado, 2-2003DG, silo
Tornado, 2-2003DF, house
Tornado, 2-2003DE, house
Tornado, 2-2003DK, house